
Baking On A Budget
(Download)

Baking does not have to be expensive. Many of the tools you need can be purchased for $10 or
less. Below you will find a list of the most useful baking tools along with “Good”, “Better”, and
“Best” recommendations to fit any budget. Sections marked with an asterisk (*) are optional, but
useful.

All prices were accurate at the time of writing this guide, but prices do fluctuate

Digital Scale
This is the most valuable tool you can pick up. It will instantly elevate your baking to a whole
new level.

Good - Amazon Basics Digital Scale ($6.95)
It’s cheap, it works, and the display sticks out from the bottom a little bit so it’s easier to
read with a bowl on top.

Better - Kitchenaid Digital Scale ($25.49)
Nicer quality than the amazon scale. Having a physical dial to adjust the metric of
measurement is nice. If you are going to spring for this model you may consider just
going all the way and picking up the OXO

Best - OXO Digital Scale ($55.99)
A solid, easy to read scale with physical buttons that make it easy to tell when you’ve
actually pressed the tare button or not (that’s a real problem on other scales). The divot
in the center helps keep things tidy and the pull out display makes seeing what you're
measuring a breeze.

Bonus - Tiny scales (~$10)
These are great for measuring small amounts of ingredients precisely. Such as yeast
and salt in recipes.

Straight Sided Vessel
You are going to want some form of a straight sided vessel for storing and feeding your starter.
This can be as simple as a mason jar, or as complicated as a jar designed to maintain a starter.
The reason you want it to be a straight sided vessel is to make life easier when scraping down
the sides. Trying to reach underneath the ledge of a curved vessel is a pain and typically comes
with the added headache that you can’t comfortably fit your hand inside. Glass is also the ideal
material since it doesn’t react with food or leach chemicals.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FrH75aD0e6Rh2PQ08Ndc2lalioS9uih7REJnEgDsTQE/export?format=pdf
https://www.amazon.com/AmazonBasics-Stainless-Digital-Batteries-Included/dp/B06X9NQ8GX/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?keywords=digital+kitchen+scale&qid=1661795972&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/KitchenAid-KQ908-Glass-Digital-Kitchen/dp/B07YP9DCCM/ref=sr_1_4_sspa?crid=3CL1YP4VFX9ZH&keywords=digital+kitchen+scale&qid=1663960885&sprefix=digital+kitchen+scale%2Caps%2C158&sr=8-4-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/OXO-Grips-Stainless-Pull-Out-Display/dp/B079D9B82W/ref=sr_1_11?crid=3CL1YP4VFX9ZH&keywords=digital+kitchen+scale&qid=1663960885&sprefix=digital+kitchen+scale%2Caps%2C158&sr=8-11
https://www.amazon.com/Fuzion-Digital-Jewelry-Portable-Included/dp/B07L92G6CF/ref=sr_1_26?crid=3V0SLXIA7ZI0U&keywords=digital+scale&qid=1663961028&sprefix=digital+scal%2Caps%2C141&sr=8-26


Good - 16oz Wide Mouth Mason Jars ($22.99)
It’s cheaper to buy these from your local grocery or restaurant supply store. A pack of
12-16 of these jars can replace a variety of tools in your kitchen including drinking
glasses, tupperware, salad dressing shakers, overnight oats vessels… you get the idea.
They’re also great for maintaining your starter and it’s what I use. The only downside is
that 16oz is just slightly small when making a starter from scratch and you will get some
spillover on days 3-5, but it’s minor and never happens again. So it’s not really worth
getting a whole new vessel for.

Better - Weck Storage Jars ($29.92)
Weck makes beautiful storage jars and they come in more sizes than the standard
mason jars. They’re a bit pricier per jar, and you’ll need to remove the gasket so the
starter can breath, but they’re also the most beautiful choice of the bunch.

Best - A Dedicated Starter Jar ($26.74)
This jar has a lot of nice little features built in. The weight of the vessel is printed on the
side, has a temperature gauge, comes with a breathable lid and spatula, and even has a
little thing to mark when you last fed your starter. It’s a nice little option that makes life
easy when you’re just getting started.

Instant Read Probe Thermometer*
This tool is optional, but also one of the most useful tools you could have in the kitchen. Instead
of trying to guess when something is done, you can get the exact right temperature and know.
You can even check the internal temperature of breads and cakes to make sure they are done,
in case you aren’t a fan of the not-so-accurate “poke it with a stick” test.

Good - Anything in the $10 range
Even an okay instant read thermometer can get the job done. Their biggest drawback is
usually how fast they can take the temperature, which is important when your hand is
hovering over a hot grill or inside of a toasty oven.

Better - Lavatools Javelin Pro ($54.99)
This is the second best instant read thermometer out there. It’s a solid choice, reads fast,
and has far more features than the $10 option.

Best - ThermoWorks Thermapen ($83)
ThermoWorks makes the best thermometers in the world. They’re the fastest, the most
accurate, and you’ll start noticing them in cooking videos and professional kitchens all
over the world. They’re just the best. They are not the same as ThermoPro, which is just
trying to profit off of the ThermoWorks name, because ThermoWorks can only be
purchased from their dedicated website. If you see it anywhere else, it’s a fake. They just
released a new version of the Thermapen that can take an accurate reading in 1-second
or less (which is insane). I haven’t tried it, but I do have a lot of trust in this brand and it’s
only a few dollars more at $105.

https://www.amazon.com/Ball-Mouth-Mason-mason-Bands/dp/B097HTTNF3/ref=sr_1_14?crid=1QXB1D0DXFLI0&keywords=mason+jar&qid=1663961612&sprefix=mason+jar%2Caps%2C171&sr=8-14
https://www.amazon.com/Weck-Canning-Jars-Transparent-Eco-Friendly/dp/B08NXX97BW/ref=sr_1_9?crid=2U55TP9LW35I9&keywords=weck+glass+jars+with+lids&qid=1663961826&sprefix=weck%2Caps%2C149&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.com/Kneadace-Sourdough-Starter-Thermometer-Container/dp/B09SGDK43Y/ref=sr_1_7?crid=11S6JGHGNC7LB&keywords=sourdough+starter+jar&qid=1663962089&sprefix=sourdoiugh+starter+ja%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.com/digital-meat-thermometer-food-thermometer-cooking-thermometer-/dp/B073KYTWGB/ref=sr_1_7?keywords=instant+read+probe+thermometer&qid=1663962841&sprefix=instant+read+p%2Caps%2C165&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.com/Lavatools-Javelin-Ambidextrous-Thermometer-Chipotle/dp/B01F59K0KA/ref=sxin_14_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?content-id=amzn1.sym.38deba80-70f1-44b5-9ee5-a7944caadcc1%3Aamzn1.sym.38deba80-70f1-44b5-9ee5-a7944caadcc1&cv_ct_cx=instant+read+probe+thermometer&keywords=instant+read+probe+thermometer&pd_rd_i=B01F59K0KA&pd_rd_r=5ebdf96a-f865-4040-999e-40a6875ed7c9&pd_rd_w=51UZn&pd_rd_wg=X2qBy&pf_rd_p=38deba80-70f1-44b5-9ee5-a7944caadcc1&pf_rd_r=HC8RJ3G52PG0061PPTGE&qid=1663962841&sprefix=instant+read+p%2Caps%2C165&sr=1-2-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&ufe=app_do%3Aamzn1.fos.08f69ac3-fd3d-4b88-bca2-8997e41410bb&psc=1
https://www.thermoworks.com/classic-thermapen/


Offset Spatula, 4-4.5”*
You almost can’t go wrong with offset spatulas. The ultra-wide icing ones are a bit unruly when it
comes to scraping down jars, but are indeed great for icing. A dishwasher safe handle is also
useful. When it comes to sourdough I prefer my offset spatula to have a blade between 4-4.5 in
long and only 0.75 in wide. This tool is optional, but you’ll use it all the time.

Good - Ateco Ultra Offset Spatula ($5.99)
Ateco is well known for making baking and cake supplies. It’s a reliable brand. You can
also go to a local “restaurant supply store” (just google it) and pick up an offset spatula
there. I got mine from a little shop in San Francisco for $3 years ago and I’ll likely never
need to replace it.

Better - Szxc 3-Piece Small Baking Spatulas ($9.99)
3 little spatulas in various shapes, which gives you a little more versatility.

Best - Ateco Ultra Offset Spatula 3-Piece Set ($22.99)
This is the same as the “Good” recommendation, but with 2 more sizes which are helpful
for things like cake decorating. If you don’t plan on ever decorating cakes, just get the
single offset spatula.

Mixing Bowls
Stainless steel and glass are the two best materials for this since they are easy to clean and
don’t hold onto smells. I’m partial to stainless steel over glass, because I can drop them without
worrying about shards of glass everywhere, and they tend to nest better and take up less space
in the drawer than glass. Glass does have the added benefit of being a good insulator, is
microwave safe, and looks a bit nicer. For the most part, you can’t go wrong. Just pick
something that has a somewhat wide, flat, base so it’s not likely to tip over on you when mixing
or whisking.

There isn’t much of a spectrum here, especially for the stainless steel. So I gave you two
options. Once stainless steel, and the other glass. Pick whichever you prefer.

Set of 6 nested bowls, stainless steel ($22.97)

Set of 10 nested bowls, glass ($27.22)

Bowl Scraper*
This is one of those silly little purchases you put off making for a long time, but as soon as you
get it you realize you should have gotten it long ago. Especially when you realize a set of 4 is
only $8.99

https://www.amazon.com/Ateco-1305-75-Inch-Stainless-Dishwasher/dp/B0000VLEU4/ref=sr_1_8?crid=2DSVGZBMRITJ1&keywords=offset+spatula&qid=1663963581&sprefix=offset+spatula%2Caps%2C155&sr=8-8
https://www.amazon.com/Cake-Decorating-Spatula-Set-Stainless/dp/B07QH6H4L2/ref=sr_1_9?crid=3C41FJCB1YUY3&keywords=small%2Boffset%2Bspatula&qid=1663963797&sprefix=small%2Boffset%2Bspatula%2Caps%2C140&sr=8-9&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Ateco-Ultra-Offset-Spatula-Sellers/dp/B071GNR3PT/ref=sr_1_14?crid=3C41FJCB1YUY3&keywords=small+offset+spatula&qid=1663963797&sprefix=small+offset+spatula%2Caps%2C140&sr=8-14
https://www.amazon.com/Premium-Stainless-Steel-Mixing-Brushed/dp/B01HTYH8YA/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=set+of+stainless+steel+mixing+bowls&qid=1663964856&sprefix=set+of+stainless+steel+mixing%2Caps%2C158&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/Luminarc-N6938-Piece-Stackable-Clear/dp/B07GG633MZ/ref=sr_1_1?crid=W2DGO4KESTGO&keywords=set+of+glass+mixing+bowls&qid=1663964962&sprefix=set+of+glas+mixing+bowls%2Caps%2C122&sr=8-1


Again, no spectrum here. They’re all cheap and they all work. Just make sure it’s got some
flexibility

Bowl/Dough Scraper 4 piece set ($8.99)
I use the orange ones in this set quite a bit. The white ones can act as a bench scraper,
but I prefer metal tools for that. This is the exact set I use

Bench Scraper/Pastry Knife
Probably one of my most used tools in the kitchen. A bench scraper can be used to scoop up
the food you’ve just chopped, cut your dough, scrape up caked on messes from your counters,
and much more. I prefer metal over plastic, because they can easily scrape up any dried up
dough from my counters. This is technically optional, but it will make your life so much easier
that you should probably just pick one up.

Good - any (~$7)
In this case, just about anything is better than nothing. Avoid the ones with a wooden
handle, because that means you won’t be able to soak it or throw it in the dishwasher
when you’re done cooking.

Better - OXO Stainless Steel Scraper ($11.99)
OXO makes great products known for their comfortable and grippy hand holds. This is
an especially sturdy bench scraper. I’ve often used mine to chop nearly frozen blocks of
butter.

Best - Norpro Stainless Steel Scraper ($8.62)
While it’s not as sturdy as the OXO scraper, the offset nature of the handle on this
scraper makes it easier to scoop veggies off the cutting board, tucks away in the drawer
a little better, and will even nicely tuck under most cutting boards while you are cooking,
which saves you even more counter space.

Plastic Wrap/Bowl Cover
There is a best in this category. Anything you can buy from the grocery store will do the job, so
I’ll skip the “Good” category on this one.

Better - Kirkland Signature Stretch-Tite Plastic Wrap - ($28)
This is the brand you will most often find in professional kitchens. Even their small rolls
are a generous 750sqft and they cling better than any other brand out there.

Best - Disposable Shower Caps ($3.99)
You won’t actually be disposing these and a set of 32 will last you years and years. The
shower caps can replace the need for plastic wrap in most recipes with the elastic band
keeping a decent seal on your bowl. It’s not perfect and some recipes do need a tight

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07MPNFFRF/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=bench+scraper&i=garden&crid=3726ODS1REVFC&sprefix=bench+scraper%2Cgarden%2C135&ref=nb_sb_noss_1
https://www.amazon.com/OXO-Multi-purpose-Stainless-Scraper-Chopper/dp/B00004OCNJ/ref=sr_1_4_mod_primary_new?crid=3726ODS1REVFC&keywords=bench+scraper&qid=1663965517&s=home-garden&sbo=RZvfv%2F%2FHxDF%2BO5021pAnSA%3D%3D&sprefix=bench+scraper%2Cgarden%2C135&sr=1-4
https://www.amazon.com/Norpro-Stainless-Steel-Scraper-Chopper/dp/B000SSZ4Q4/ref=sr_1_16?crid=3726ODS1REVFC&keywords=bench+scraper&qid=1663965517&s=home-garden&sprefix=bench+scraper%2Cgarden%2C135&sr=1-16
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FZNF502/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Disposable-Individually-Packaged-Elastic-Waterproof/dp/B083XV68MT/ref=sr_1_8?crid=30CX8LWTRQH17&keywords=clear+shower+caps&qid=1663966830&sprefix=clear+shower+caps%2Caps%2C170&sr=8-8


seal on the bowl. So you’ll want to have regular plastic wrap on hand as well. But having
the shower caps means less waste (you can keep reusing them bake after bake) and
you don’t have to fight with the roll to grab a piece of plastic wrap when your hands are
covered in dough.

Kitchen Towel(s)
Such a versatile tool in the kitchen. A good kitchen towel is a potholder, a trivet, a fine mesh
sieve, a mess cleaner, and even a fire extinguisher (if you know what you’re doing!). I stopped
buying pot holders years ago and just double up my kitchen towels to make a thick oven mitt as
I need it. I despise microfiber kitchen towels, because I’ve never once encountered one that
could handle even the smallest of spills.

Good - Utopia Towels Kitchen Towels ($17.99)
These are perfectly fine towels. Decently absorbent and thick enough to be used as pot
holders when doubled over.

Better - Flour Sack Tea Towels ($16.99)
Remarkably versatile and white is a good look in any kitchen. Flour sack towels are on
the thin side, so you’ll want to really double them over a few times if you’re going to use
them as pot holders. These are also great for squeezing liquid out of ingredients like
shredded zucchini, roasted riced cauliflower, and when making nut milks.

Best - Surgical Huck Towels ($15.19)
Yep, the same thing surgeons use in the OR is also great in the kitchen. These things
are ridiculously absorbent, have great heat insulation, and they’re size is perfect for
every kitchen task. They aren’t as great for squeezing the liquid out of ingredients as the
flour sack towels, and some brands will send you something that looks like a surgical
huck towel, but has trouble absorbing anything (send those back) so be careful where
you buy them from.

Something To Score The Dough
You just need something sharp to score (cut a line in the top of) the dough. Any sharp kitchen
knife will work in a pinch. (“lame” is pronounced with a long ‘a’, like “lama”)

Good - Victorinox Paring Knife ($11.97)
This little guy is sharp! Be careful. It’s a decent all around paring knife in the kitchen. You
could also just use any clean razor blade. Just be careful!

Better - Baker Of Seville Bread Lame ($15.55)
Many websites taut this as the best bread lame out there for its versatility. It’s the only
bread lame that can do both a straight and a curved blade, but I disagree that makes it
the best. It’s good. I have one and do use it. But it has some downsides. Mainly, the
giant knurled knob that holds the blade in place is too close to the edge of the blade to

https://www.amazon.com/Utopia-Towels-Kitchen-Pack-Cotton/dp/B009N83O1C/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?crid=12I0H4ZLQ8A1N&keywords=kitchen%2Btowels&qid=1663967333&refinements=p_72%3A1248915011&rnid=1248913011&s=home-garden&sprefix=kitchen%2Btowels%2Caps%2C168&sr=1-1-spons&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Utopia-Kitchen-Flour-Towels-Cotton/dp/B00XK69NRW/ref=sr_1_3_sspa?crid=12I0H4ZLQ8A1N&keywords=kitchen+towels&qid=1663967333&refinements=p_72%3A1248915011&rnid=1248913011&s=home-garden&sprefix=kitchen+towels%2Caps%2C168&sr=1-3-spons&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Arkwright-Absorbent-Surgical-Towels-Hunter/dp/B07DHCGH67/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=surgical+huck+towels&qid=1663967715&s=home-garden&sprefix=surgical+huck+%2Cgarden%2C146&sr=1-3
https://www.amazon.com/Victorinox-Swiss-Classic-Paring-Straight/dp/B0061SWLKW/ref=sr_1_3?crid=1XV5TH31OQGFM&keywords=victorinox+paring+knife&qid=1663968216&s=home-garden&sprefix=victorinox+pairing+knife%2Cgarden%2C117&sr=1-3
https://www.amazon.com/Bread-Lame-Designed-Stainless-material/dp/B079G7WC79/ref=sr_1_5?crid=16F2DQNSVM8U6&keywords=bread+lame&qid=1663968312&s=home-garden&sprefix=bread+lame%2Cgarden%2C134&sr=1-5


allow me to make cuts in the dough as deep as I would like. It’d definitely sturdy, looks
nice, and feels safer than any other tool out there.

Best - UFO Style Lame ($12.99)
This tool has decent safety features (the blade can be tucked away inside, but it’s an
awkward process and it feels like you are going to cut yourself), but is the best of the
bunch when it comes to being able to make smooth, deep, cuts in your dough

It’s entirely possible that a sharp, clean, construction knife or box cutter would actually be the
best tool for this, but I haven’t tried it and I haven’t seen anyone else try it either… Food for
thought.

Parchment paper
Quick rule of thumb: Any time you are baking below 425F, use parchment paper. Above 425F,
use aluminum foil. We buck this rule when baking bread in our 475F ovens, but that’s because
it’s inside a closed vessel which is producing steam (so it’s unlikely to ignite in the oven)

Good/Better - Any unbleached parchment paper will do the job

Best - 12x16” Pre-Cut Parchment Sheets ($15.29)
Another one of those purchases that is easy to put off for too long and then you kick
yourself for not doing it sooner. The pre-cut sheets in a standard pan size just make life
easier. Plus, since it wasn’t part of a roll it doesn’t try to roll up on you when you are
using it. It just stays flat! If you’re on the edge of converting to pre-cut, just do it. You’ll
thank me later.

Something To Bake In
You’re going to need something to bake it, so here are the 3 best options. Moving to the next
level can get pricey here, so I encourage you to either stick with what you already have to start
with the cheapest option and only upgrade when you know you’ll use it frequently.

Good - USA Pan Bakeware Aluminized Steel Loaf Pan ($17.99)
While there are definitely cheaper options out there, this brand makes very nice pans on
par with Nordicware, but with a better shape and non-stick built right in.

*Better #1 - Amazon Basics 6qt Dutch Oven ($49.99)
Dutch ovens are a remarkable versatile baking dish in the kitchen, especially when they
are enameled. You can brown meat, saute veggies, make stews, and even bake bread
in them. They’re an all around great kitchen tool. The weight of the lid helps capture
steam while you are baking and gives your sourdough a better rise than if it was just in a
bread pan.

*Better #2 - Lodge Combo Cooker Cast Iron ($49.90)

https://www.amazon.com/Scoring-Homemade-Making-Replaceable-SIMOX/dp/B08Q3ZFCG4/ref=sr_1_12?crid=16F2DQNSVM8U6&keywords=bread+lame&qid=1663968312&s=home-garden&sprefix=bread+lame%2Cgarden%2C134&sr=1-12
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07H79KX8W/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0029JQEIC?pd_rd_i=B0029JQEIC&pf_rd_p=7e505763-fc2b-4771-871e-c8789cf7e144&pf_rd_r=29G11AKQA0KGQ0CTBRJY&pd_rd_wg=35rJk&pd_rd_w=32ArL&pd_rd_r=9247246a-fe47-4ae0-94a0-795324f06d43
https://www.amazon.com/AmazonBasics-Enameled-Covered-Dutch-6-Quart/dp/B073Q9K2H3/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?keywords=dutch%2Boven&qid=1661796248&sr=8-1-spons&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Lodge-Cooker-Pre-seasoned-Skillet-Convertible/dp/B0009JKG9M/ref=sr_1_5?crid=1POMCFT7OE2JO&keywords=combo+cooker&qid=1661796338&sprefix=combo+cooker%2Caps%2C155&sr=8-5


A combo cooking is a lot like a dutch oven, but the lid is also a pan. They are not as
frequently enameled, so you wouldn’t want to make a red sauce in it (the acidity of the
tomatoes would react with the iron and create an unpleasant taste), but it is significantly
easier to safely place a loaf of bread into the smaller pan and cover it with the bigger
side of the combo cooker to capture steam than it is to lower a loafe into a dutch oven.

*Best - Deli & Co Cast Iron Bread Pan ($147) (unavailable at the time of writing this)
If you are baking sourdough on a regular basis, want the crustiest bread, and have a
little extra space in your kitchen, then this is what you want to buy. This brand out of
Brazil is the best in the business, and they really care about quality manufacturing. Their
pans sell out on Amazon fast, but they’re also half the cost of similar style pans and look
like they exceed in quality as well.

Cooling rack*
If you like to bake you’ll want to get a nice set of cooling racks. The cheap ones sold in grocery
stores will often flake off metal after just a few uses. No bueno. The most common size pans in
your home are actually “half sheet” pans, so get cooling racks of the same size. I also prefer my
cooling racks to have a grid pattern rather than just parallel wires in a single direction. The grid
is sturdier and less likely to drop food through the cracks.

Good - Tebery 4 Pack Cooling Racks Baking Rack - 16" x 10" ($15.99)
A set of 4 is likely more than you’ll ever need, but these are highly rated. The
manufacturer says their “oven safe”, but the black coating makes me think otherwise.

Better - Stainless Steel Stackable Cooling Rack, set of 3 ($21.99)
Having stackable cooling racks are especially helpful in small kitchens. These ones are
also oven safe.

Best - Half-Sheet Stainless Steel Cooling Rack ($17.95)
The only downside to these cooling racks are their price. $17.95 a piece is a little pricey,
but they’re solid, word great in the oven, wash up in the dishwasher without any issues,
and they don’t have the sharp edges to the wires you sometimes encounter on cheaper
cooling racks. They do not stack though, so if you need to save space in your kitchen go
with the “Better” option above.

https://www.amazon.com/Deli-Co-Pre-Seasoned-Multicooker-sourdough/dp/B09V1MQ8VC/ref=pd_ybh_a_sccl_43/146-4094252-0352643?pd_rd_w=M0xkn&content-id=amzn1.sym.67f8cf21-ade4-4299-b433-69e404eeecf1&pf_rd_p=67f8cf21-ade4-4299-b433-69e404eeecf1&pf_rd_r=2586EN11KFSVB5S9Q17M&pd_rd_wg=1fJMv&pd_rd_r=1a46a2bf-89fd-4023-9f95-b0249ce20784&pd_rd_i=B09V1MQ8VC&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Tebery-Pack-Cooling-Racks-Baking/dp/B078Y316M5/ref=sr_1_4?crid=2S9P2C9HHCY1A&keywords=cooling+racks&qid=1663970525&s=home-garden&sprefix=cooling+rack%2Cgarden%2C140&sr=1-4#customerReviews
https://www.amazon.com/Hiware-3-Tier-Stainless-Steel-Cooling/dp/B093GCTL26/ref=sr_1_8?crid=2S9P2C9HHCY1A&keywords=cooling+racks&qid=1663970525&s=home-garden&sprefix=cooling+rack%2Cgarden%2C140&sr=1-8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08BXLCFPW/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1

